Lymphangioleiomyomatosis.
Lymphangiomyomatosis (LAM) is a progressive disease afflicting women of childbearing age. LAM remains a rare disease, unfamiliar to many clinicians. It usually poses a diagnostic dilemma for the primary physician, possibly resulting in a delayed or missed diagnosis, unnecessary operative intervention, and inappropriate therapy. LAM is characterized microscopically by abnormal smooth muscle proliferation causing gradual obstruction of small airways, lymphatics, and vasculature. The proliferation eventually results in a characteristic clinical syndrome of progressive dyspnea, recurrent pneumothorax, chylous effusion, and hemoptysis. Despite a variety of treatment regimens developed since the first description of LAM, patient survival has not improved appreciably. Most patients die within 10 years of the time of diagnosis. This report presents a patient with LAM and a review of the literature.